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his month brought two firsts for me: A flight
to LA, coupled by a road trip to Vegas. I’ve
never been to either city save for the occasional layover, and I must admit, I’m going
back to Cali.

State! I must have been there five times in three days,
and each time I got down! I could never live in LA, I’d
gain 50 pounds in the first week I got there! Not to
mention blow all my hard earned cash on just random
shit from the swap meets!

The buzz in Cali is crazy. It’s like everybody in Cali is
grinding toward something, but it’s more of a relaxed
buzz rather then the fast-forward, constant hustle and
bustle of the New York City streets. I could live off that
energy just by itself.

Aiight, so wishes for a Roscoe’s in Denver aside, one
thing sums up my first trip to the City of Angels: (and
my previous trips to NY, thanks Sabo!)

There is something to be said about the essence of the
grind. Sometimes the simple energy gained from the
grind is more motivating then the need for food and
shelter, and that energy manifests itself in the concrete
jungles of the two cities where Hip Hop was born.

Respect the Game.
Respect the hustle.
But above all, respect the GRIND.
LA is the kind of a city that can make you, or destroy
you. There is no happy medium. The late great Tupac
summed it up best: To Live and Die in LA.

Everybody in LA has a hustle; whether it’s the fruit man
on the corner (by the way, since when is cucumber a
fruit?) the shirt slingers at the BET Awards, the star
impersonators on Hollywood Blvd, or the countless
rappers, singers, and producers, banging down the
door at all the networking events at the endless number of record labels. Everybody and their mama, uncles,
second cousins twice removed, and their baby’s mama
has a hustle.

And then there’s the other part of my journey, the
roadtrip to Vegas for Mz. JB’s Birthday party. Need I say
more? That was just a whirlwind. I left LA @ 9 o’clock
after getting lost in downtown LA for bout an hour or
two then flew to Las Vegas and got there right around
midnight. I finally made it JB’s party at Poetry just in
time to get some “interesting” pics of the many VIP
happenings. We all know the motto: What happens in
Vegas…

The other thing I learned in LA: Roscoe’s Chicken and
Waffles is the only place to eat when in the Golden

My next step has gotta be The Bay! Yadadamean!!!
Do y’all got Roscoe’s there??!? Cause I’m cravin’ some
waffles!
- Jessica “Mz Jae” Hagmaier
Jessica.Hagmaier@ozonemag.com

Me & 2 Pistols @ Summer Jam

Me & DJ Sabotage @ DC10
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i’m just sayin’by tho
D-Ray
NO VACATION FROM VIOLENCE
Where do I begin? I wanted to write a “stop the violence” piece. We already
have so many Stop the Violence rallies and Increase the Peace events, and
even though we need them, it seems that they really aren’t reaching our
problem in the streets. It’s sad but true, but it just seems like there are outlets that aren’t being taken advantage of.
Even when the Stop the Violence events are successful and peaceful, some
kids leave them and commit crimes. Not all youngsters commit crimes, but
that’s the ones we hear about – robbing, shooting, slanging, swinging their
whip or just plain killing someone. There’s families who are losing their loved
ones. There’s families with loved ones ending up handicapped or sitting in jail
for the rest of their lives as we sit back and wonder why.
Even the families that are trying to raise their kids with morals and values
are watching their lives change for the worst every day in this war zone. Kids
should be out catching footballs and baseballs, but instead they’re out catching stray bullets! Our kids today are very unsafe, whether they’re in the front
yard, at the park, or at school. In a recent case, even piano lessons are not
safe! When is this going to stop? When are we going to stop and think before
doing anything that’s not going to just affect us, but others as well?
I know it’s the way of the world: D-boys, hustlers, gangs, turfs, and so on. We
can’t stop that. But it’s a choice you made. It doesn’t mean you need to pull
the trigger and kill a 7-year-old girl in the head at the playground next to
her house. Her childhood was taken away that day; she’s traumatized now.
It’s a miracle she’s still alive! No bullshit, this really just happened! Or how
‘bout the little boy who is 9 years old who was taking piano lessons and
was grazed by a stray bullet fired outside his school? Now he will never walk
again.
What about the senseless group of young people who pulled up on a mini-van
with a mother and her kids and opened fire? A mother shot dead in front of
her infants: Isn’t it clear that the devil has taken over? If you’re pulling a
trigger, please try to think about the person who’s life is really ending. Life
really isn’t that bad, believe me! God should be the only one making those
decisions. And you’re sleeping at night thinking it was nothing, telling yourself you had to do it. What about those traumatized kids that can’t sleep and
live a regular life?
Maybe you feel like it’s not you; it’s the drugs making you pull the trigger.
Guess what – if that’s the case, you’re not doing the drugs anymore. The
drugs are doing you! So go get that help you deserve. Make a difference in
your life for you!
We need to come together and figure out how we can change the death rate
in the Bay. Our young people today believe that they have to carry guns for
protection. They walk around wearing R.I.P. shirts with pictures of the friends
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and family they lost. It seems surreal. So many young people have been affected by death, but still carry guns themselves, not understanding the cycle.
For me personally, it really bothers me that I freeze moments with my camera
and so many of my photos end up on R.I.P. shirts. I just came back from being
out of town for a week and four of my friends are dead! I mean, four of my
friends were murdered in all different places on different days. My phone was
blowing up, all bad news. As I was going through my photos, I just passed
out. I blanked out and forgot what I was doing and who I was looking for
because I kept coming across multiple dead people in one photo. It was sad.
I just lost my grandfather last August and he was 87 years old. He lived his
life to the fullest. That’s my heart, and it was so hard to deal with losing him.
It still is. I knew he was coming to the end of his journey, but you’re never
ready to lose a loved one. Imagine losing your loved one due to someone
else’s ignorance.
It can only stop with love and compassion from everyone. If you don’t love
your mom, dad, grandma, grandpa, brother, sister, kids, wife, husband, pet,
etc., try to learn how to love yourself. Life is beautiful! Don’t let someone
else affect the way you feel. You decide the way you feel; it’s one of the only
things you can control in life. Seek out opportunities in your own city.
One place I like to promote in the heart of East Oakland (where the murder
rate is crazy!) is Youth UpRising. It’s a youth center with lots of great programs that are there to help your future. Log on to www.youthuprising.org
and check it out. That’s one of the best organizations on the West Coast. Olis
and the rest of the Youth UpRising Family is there as a safe haven! If you’re
into modeling, music, cooking, business, or whatever, they have it. They have
a free health clinic and a café run by the youth on-site. The opportunity is
there, you just have to want it.
What are we gonna do about it? Are we gonna teach each other or kill each
other? We need more doctors, lawyers, judges, accountants, engineers, and
teachers. Trust me, we have enough killers and dope dealers already! //
- D-Ray, dray@ozonemag.com

(above L-R): T-Pain & Lil Wayne on the set of Lil Wayne & T-Pain’s video shoot for “Get Money” in Los Angeles, CA (Photo: Julia Beverly); Mistah FAB & Glasses Malone @ Street Symphony Studios in Fremont, CA (Photo: D-Ray); Helen & Trey Songz @ The Standard for Trey Songz’ BET Award nomination party in Los Angeles, CA (Photo: Julia Beverly)

01 // Sean Kingston & Tito Bell @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 (San Jose, CA) 02 // Rick Ross reppin’ Citrus CRUNK!!! Energy Drink @ Gothic Theatre for JB’s birthday bash
(Denver, CO) 03 // Julia Beverly, Kuzzo Fly, Tito Bell, & J Diggs reppin’ Thizz @ Poetry for JB’s birthday bash (Las Vegas, NV) 04 // Gil Green & his wife @ the BET Awards (Los Angeles,
CA) 05 // The Jacka & Krondon of Strong Arm Steady @ Club Mighty (San Francisco, CA) 06 // E-40 & DJ Pizo @ Bay Jam 08 (Fresno, CA) 07 // Dolicia Bryant on the set of T-Pain &
Lil Wayne’s video shoot for “Get Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 08 // Danity Kane @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 (San Jose, CA) 09 // Memphitz & Gudda on the set of Lil Wayne &
T-Pain’s video shoot for “Get Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 10 // Mr Midas & dancers @ The Gothic Theatre for JB’s birthday party (Denver, CO) 11 // Lil Wayne, Greg Lawley, & Travis @
HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 (San Jose, CA) 12 // Krondon, Talib Kweli, & Phil Tha Agony @ Club Mighty (San Francisco, CA) 13 // Alex Thomas & NVUS Twins @ Sugar for Glasses
Malone’s pre-BET Awards party (Los Angeles, CA) 14 // Mistah FAB, DJ KTone, & his wife @ Poetry for JB’s birthday party (Las Vegas, NV) 15 // Young Cash & Malik Abdul on the set
of Lil Wayne & T-Pain’s video shoot for “Get Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 16 // Play & Skillz & Reyez @ Jermaine Dupri’s TAG BET Awards party (Hollywood, CA) 17 // Bobby Fisher, Trey
Songz, & guest @ The Standard for Trey Songz’ BET Award nomination party (Los Angeles, CA) 18 // PK & guest @ Sugar for Glasses Malone’s pre-BET Awards party (Los Angeles, CA)
19 // Too $hort & ladies @ Westfest (Fillmore, CA)
Photo Credits: D-Ray (01,02,03,05,06,08,11,12,13,18,19); Julia Beverly (09,15,16,17); Malik Abdul (04,07); Mz Jae (10,14)
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LIL QUINN
WORDS & PHOTO BY D-RA

Y

Lil Quinn is a character. Even while doing his OZONE photo shoot for a rap
magazine in the cold brisk weather of the Bay, he’s still a true kid that can’t
stop smiling. “Life is good!” he says. “I love to smile!” His baby brother Zakee
is posing on the sidelines, ready to be like his big brother who’s just like their
daddy, San Quinn. There’s a lot of talent in this family.
Lil Quinn just turned 11 years old a couple days ago. As we conduct his
interview in the world famous Aliotos Restaurant on Fisherman’s Wharf, even
the waiter knows who he is. And even though we’re in San Francisco, Lil Quinn
opts for a peanut butter & jelly sandwich over fresh seafood.
Can you introduce yourself and tell us how long you’ve been in the game?
I’m Lil Quinn, a young San Francisco rapper about to be in the 6th grade.
I’m doin’ it. I’m San Quinn’s son and I’ve been in the music game since I was
about 2 years old. I started off performing on stage next to my dad. Juneteenth 1999 was my first show.
What angle are you coming from in your music? What are you trying to get
across?

I ’m on the positive hype, straight up. I’m tryin’ to let the other kids know that
you don’t have to use a gun to be cool or tough. Man, Michael Jackson used to
say, “Sing a song. Don’t fight, just dance.” Now we have to say, “Don’t kill, just
fight.” Wow, times have changed. How do you think that makes us look as the
new generation?
You have a lot of showmanship on stage. It’s fun to watch you perform. How
does it feel to be up on that stage with your dad the Frisco legend San Quinn?
I feel honored and blessed to be in this position. My dad has been rocking
stages since he was my age and now it’s my turn to hold it down. It feels real
good.
You grew up in Fillmore around a lot of crazy stuff. How hard is it to remain
positive when you’re surrounded by so much negativity?
It’s just within my persona to stay positive. I’m a positive-type guy. I have
great positive role models around me and that helps me stay grounded. I’m
the type of guy that likes to laugh. I ain’t no stuck-up person. I enjoy talking
to people. I’m just a regular kid.
Since you’re in school, how are your grades? Do you feel that rapping affects
your schoolwork?
I get good grades and I read a lot of books. Rapping helps my grades because
my dad makes me do extra good [in school] if I want to rap. I think it helps
my reading and writing because I’m constantly doing it. I just ask my teachers
for extra work so I can get straight A’s and there won’t be any problems. I
stay on the Honor Roll.
The whole family comes out to support you and your dad at shows and video
shoots and other events. Does that help you stay in line?
I’m real lucky. Most kids don’t want their family around, but I want them
around. It helps me stay focused. I love it.
You have a brand new single and video. What’s the song about? What made
you do a song like that?
The song is called “Children Are The Future.” We weren’t even thinking of
doing a video to this song; we were gonna do it for “Stunna Shades” or “Rock
Me.” But I really wanted to show the message that we are the future. You
don’t have to have a gun or be a thug; you can be yourself. I’m just letting
everyone know that we have to smarten up. If all the children keep getting
killed or going to jail, who’s going to be left for the future? That’s why we did
that video, and it came out real nice. A lot of kids came out from all over the
Bay Area. It turned out to be a fun day for me and everyone else.
 hat’s the name of your project and when does it drop?
W
I have a CD coming out called Children Are The Future. It comes out in early
2009. I also have a DVD coming out with the same title. There’s a song on
there called “You Got Sold” about a girl I really liked, and we were dating.
We weren’t telling nobody, it was between us. By the end of the song she
told someone and sold our love away. It’s a true story. I try to do songs that
are real in my world. I have another song that I used the auto-tuner on; it’s
called “Rock With Me.” I think the people are gonna like that one. I have a lot
of concept songs on my album, not just a bunch of songs that I rap on.
Do you write your own lyrics?
Yeah, I write all my own stuff. My dad wouldn’t let me rap if I couldn’t write
my own stuff, so that’s all I know. I write almost every day.
What artist would you like to work with?
I’ve already worked with my favorite artist, my dad. But other than that, Big
Daddy Kane. He’s a legend. He’s been big since the mid-80s. It was before my
time, but I am up on my Hip Hop history. I would also like to work with two
West Coast legends, Ice-T and Spice 1.
The rumor in the streets is that you’re the ladies man. Do you have a girlfriend?
Yeah, I have a girl that I talk to more than others, but I don’t go too crazy
with it. I’m only 11. I like to meet new people. So, girls, feel free to hit me at
Myspace.com/LilQuinnDD.
Do you have any advice for other kids?
Be yourself and know yourself. Don’t hang out with the wrong crowd. I found
myself hanging out with the wrong crowd and my grades dropped fast. I was
lucky enough to realize it and started hanging out with the right crowd and
my grades went back up. Try and not fall into the peer pressures that are out
there. Don’t do anything you’re not comfortable with, cause they’re gonna
be on you tough. “Here, smoke this weed. It won’t do nothin’ to ya.” You can
always just say, “I’m cool,” or, “Naw, I ain’t with that.” Just bounce and go. It’s
hard to do. Get good grades. Respect your parents and elders. Believe in God,
always pray, and remember that children are the future! //
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(above L-R): Lil Quinn & San Quinn in San Francisco, CA; Shorty Mac, Aubrey of Danity Kane, & Ray J @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 in San Jose, CA; Gangsta Brown & Warren G @
Westfest in Fillmore, CA (Photo: D-Ray)

01 // Talib Kweli, The Jacka, & Krondon of Strong Arm Steady @ Club Mighty (San Francisco, CA) 02 // DJ Nik Bean & Jazzy @ Sugar for Glasses Malone’s pre-BET Awards party (Los
Angeles, CA) 03 // Balance & DJ Rick Lee @ Rasputin for Keak Da Sneak’s in-store signing (Berkeley, CA) 04 // Gil Green & Memphitz on the set of Lil Wayne & T-Pain’s video shoot for
“Get Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 05 // Geter K & Sam Sneak @ Gothic Theater for JB’s birthday bash (Denver, CO) 06 // Dre Dae, DJ KTone, Keak da Sneak, DJ Franzen, DJ Big Dee, & guest
@ Poetry for JB’s birthday bash (Las Vegas, NV) 07 // Rick Ross & DJ KTone @ OZONE meet & greet (Denver, CO) 08 // Models on the set of T-Pain & Lil Wayne’s video shoot for “Get
Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 09 // Too $hort & ladies @ Palladium (Modesto, CA) 10 // Outfit @ Bay Jam 08 (Fresno, CA) 11 // Keak da Sneak, DJ Rick Lee, & Pete @ Hot 97.5 KVEG (Las
Vegas, NV) 12 // Boo & Black @ Palladium (Modesto, CA) 13 // DJ Dave & Jay Rock on the set of Lil Wayne & T-Pain’s video shoot for “Get Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 14 // Haji Springer
& Homeboy Miguel @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 (San Jose, CA) 15 // T-Roy & Pretty Ricky @ The Standard for Trey Songz’ BET Award nomination party (Los Angeles, CA) 16 //
Laroo & Omeezy @ Bay Jam 08 (Fresno, CA) 17 // Dolla, Bu, & guest on the set of Lil Wayne & T-Pain’s video shoot for “Get Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 18 // Fillmore Slim & Tito Bell @
Westfest (Fillmore, CA) 19 // San Quinn & Krondon of Strong Arm Steady (San Francisco, CA)
Photo Credits: D-Ray (01,02,03,05,06,09,10,11,12,14,16,18,19); Julia Beverly (04,07,13,15,17); Malik Abdul (08)
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She Liked my NECKLACE and started relaxin’, that’s what the fuck I call a…

HIGHLINE
ALL in-house

H

ere I’ve got three different [Interstate] 580 pieces that
are over 130 carats each with blue, red, and white
diamonds. The Black Wall Street piece is 70 carats with
black and white diamonds. The Che Guevara face is 40
carats, black and white diamonds. The money bag is
70 carats, green and white diamonds. The California piece is 55 carats,
white and yellow diamonds. The white diamond ring is 15 carats with a
6 carat center stone.

We made all of these pieces at our Highline custom workshops. We don’t
care what people say about our pieces being made by other jewelers.
That’s BS. We make them! I was shocked at the things Yukmouth said in
his [Chain Reaction] article. I’ve known him for a while and he doesn’t
seem like he’s that kind of person. No disrespect to Yuk at all, but he
jumped the gun and was just looking for a reason to be mad [at me]. I
had his piece finished for almost a year and he was not coming to pick
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it up, so I sold it at a loss just to move it. I think that person sold it to
[TV] Johnny and that’s how [Yukmouth] got the piece at a cheaper price.
I’m not worried about it and don’t have any hard feelings, but they
didn’t have to make up a big story about how they made all my pieces.
That’s crazy. We have our own workshops where we make our pieces.
Every single piece I make is my favorite, regardless of the price,
whether it’s $2,000 or $200,000. I make them all with the same passion
and hard work. However, some pieces – such as the 40 Water piece I did
for E-40, the California piece with the cities marked on it, the Warriors
piece, the Mistah FAB name piece, and Clyde Carson’s Black Wall Street
piece are really special to me. The 40 Water piece probably was one of
the biggest pieces we’ve done. It was 100 carats of blue, green, and
white diamonds, and it cost approximately $150,000.
Words and Photo by D-Ray

(above L-R): Sean Kingston & Colby O’Donis @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 in San Jose, CA; Keak da Sneak & a diehard fan @ Rasputin for Keak Da Sneak’s in-store signing in
Berkeley, CA; Shawty Lo & Big Von @ 106 KMEL in San Francisco, CA (Photo: D-Ray)

01 // Lunch & TQ @ Sugar for Glasses Malone’s pre-BET Awards party (Los Angeles, CA) 02 // Greg the Knockout Kid, DJ Backside, & Crisco Kidd @ Sugar for Glasses Malone’s pre-BET
Awards party (Los Angeles, CA) 03 // James Lopez & Trey Songz @ The Standard for Trey Songz’ BET Award nomination party (Los Angeles, CA) 04 // Kilo & Keak da Sneak @ Rasputin
for Keak Da Sneak’s in-store signing (Berkeley, CA) 05 // Rick Ross & Blake Powers @ 107.1 (Denver, CO) 06 // DJ Franzen & Keak da Sneak @ Hot 97.5 KVEG (Las Vegas, NV) 07 // Topic
& David Banner @ the Roosevelt for BET Awards afterparty (Los Angeles, CA) 08 // Ray J, Aubrey, & D Woods of Danity Kane @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 (San Jose, CA) 09 //
Mistah FAB & Davey D @ Westfest (Fillmore, CA) 10 // Mistah FAB, JB, DJ Franzen, Pete, DJ Rick Lee, & Keak da Sneak with the KVEG crew @ Hot 97.5 KVEG (Las Vegas, NV) 11 // Todd, DJ
Devro, & Mitchy Slick @ Street Symphony Studios (Fremont, CA) 12 // DJ Backside, DJ Eque, & guest @ Club Mighty (San Francisco, CA) 13 // MC Eiht & Damani @ Westfest (Fillmore, CA)
14 // J Diggs & Keak da Sneak @ Poetry for JB’s birthday bash (Las Vegas, NV) 15 // Snoop & Gil Green @ the BET Awards (Los Angeles, CA) 16 // DJ Juice, Julia Beverly, DJ Big Dee, &
DJ Dre Dae @ Poetry for JB’s birthday bash (Las Vegas, NV) 17 // Gudda, Streetz, & Brisco on the set of Lil Wayne & T-Pain’s video shoot for “Get Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 18 // Chingo
Bling & King Yeyo @ Palladium (Denver, CO) 19 // Larro, E-40, & Cousin Fik @ Bay Jam 08 (Fresno, CA)
Photo Credits: DJ KTone (18); D-Ray (01,02,04,06,07,08,09,10,11,12,13,14,16,19); Julia Beverly (03,05,17); Malik Abdul (15)
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Patien
Waitintgly

T

he South has taken over the game. That’s simple. What’s not simple
however is that no one from the West, no one from Cali, no one
from the birthplace of gangsta rap, is taking that fact lying down.
Especially not Inglewood based rapper 211. True to his home state
and hood, 211 has every intention of locking down his influence on the city
before branching out into other regions of the states.
“I represent for the young fly niggas out here just trying to get some money.
Words can’t even explain the style I got. I just spit the truth,” he says. “My
style is the truth. There ain’t too many people who have had the chance,
other than Mack 10, to show how we really do it on these Inglewood streets.
I’m not focused on Atlanta, on New York, on the Midwest, I’m not worried
bout none of that. Once the home is locked down, everything is going to fall
into place.”
However, being that 211 has recently signed with Atlanta based power label
CTE, it won’t take long for his West coast swagger to fall in place throughout
the South. “I met up with Jeezy in Vegas after one of my people put him onto
me. We put a lot of time in together. I even toured with him, and that really
just cemented his belief in me. We don’t even have close to the same sound,
but everyone signed to CTE has a different swag. There ain’t too many LA
niggas out here who can be universal with it. I come with the gangsta shit, I
come with the real fly shit, and I can really talk on some lyrical shit too. I’ve
got the whole package, all in one.”
And 211 truly fits the definition of a Corporate Thug. “Coming from nothing”
is all he knows. He was affected and still is affected by the drug game like
many born in the crack era, and the addictive hustle of the streets was a vice
211 once shared with many other young men across the nation. However, 211
never lost sight of what the end result of street life could ultimately be, and
redirected his focus. “I didn’t wanna end up being 38 and still out here selling
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drugs and trying to rob people,” he points out. “I set a goal for myself, and
whatever it take for me to get there, I’ma get there.”
Now with a new focus and a new label, 211 aims to bring his unique style and
message to the masses. Relying heavily on the talent that is found in Cali, 211
amassed an all-star line-up on his Product Of The Block project. Laying down
fire with Snoop, Glasses Malone, Spider Loc, and Mack 10, he sends the clear
message that the West is back.
“I’m taking it into my own hands to get my album out there. This is me from
the ground up. I went and got my own studio, wrapped a truck, hired a promotion team. I’m flooding these streets. I look at Jeezy for that example. He
flooded the streets and did it on his own. He invested in himself. That’s what
I’m doing. No one is going to control my success. I’m just trying to make a
mark in these streets, that way, when I get there, the industry already knows
about me.”
Despite his alliance with such heavy-hitters in the game, 211 remains levelheaded and aware of the simplest aspects of how fragile the industry, and life
in general, are.
I’m influenced by a lot of people out here. Not nobody famous. I mean,
Jeezy’s drive motivates me. But I’m motivated by people just like me who
made it, no matter how they got there. Whether it’s hustling, or pimpin’.
People who made something from nothing, and then washed their hands of
the negative, or own their own business now. That’s inspirational. Man, just
surviving is inspirational. People are out here in these streets dying every
day. And I’m focused on the everyday; I can’t look too far ahead.”

- Mz Jae

(above L-R): Julia Beverly, Mistah FAB, & Keak da Sneak @ Hot 97.5 KVEG in Las Vegas, NV (Photo: D-Ray); DJ KTone & Innerstate Ike @ OZONE meet & greet in Denver, CO (Photo: Julia
Beverly); Daz & Kurupt @ Westfest in Fillmore, CA (Photo: D-Ray)

01 // The Jacka, Black Ass, & FedX @ Bay Jam 08 (Fresno, CA) 02 // D Woods of Danity Kane & Sean Kingston @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 (San Jose, CA) 03 // Gudda, Mack
Maine, Jae Millz, & Drake @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 (San Jose, CA) 04 // E-40 loves the kids @ Bay Jam 08 (Fresno, CA) 05 // Traxamillion & Grinch @ Poetry for JB’s
birthday bash (Las Vegas, NV) 06 // Roscoe, D-Ray, Mistah FAB, & Julia Beverly @ the BET Awards (Los Angeles, CA) 07 // Slick Em of Pretty Ricky & Trey Songz @ The Standard for Trey
Songz’ BET Award nomination party (Los Angeles, CA) 08 // Memphitz & Young Cash on the set of Lil Wayne & T-Pain’s video shoot for “Get Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 09 // J Diggs,
Mistah FAB, & Kuzzo Fly @ Poetry for JB’s birthday bash (Las Vegas, NV) 10 // Bayliens & Slim of Cash Money @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 (San Jose, CA) 11 // NVUS Twins &
Suge Knight @ the Roosevelt for BET Awards afterparty (Los Angeles, CA) 12 // Band Aid of Dem Hoodstarz, Haji Springer, & G Archer @ 106 KMEL (San Francisco, CA) 13 // Rico Brooks
& Gorilla Zoe @ the Roosevelt for BET Awards afterparty (Los Angeles, CA) 14 // Demolition Men & Glasses Malone @ Street Symphony Studios (Fremont, CA) 15 // Lil Wayne & Mack
Maine on the set of Lil Wayne & T-Pain’s video shoot for “Get Money” (Los Angeles, CA) 16 // Mistah FAB & Devi Dev @ Sugar for Glasses Malone’s pre-BET Awards party (Los Angeles,
CA) 17 // Kuzzo Fly & Baygeen @ Poetry for JB’s birthday bash (Las Vegas, NV) 18 // Doug E Fresh & Memphitz @ the BET Awards (Los Angeles, CA)
Photo Credits: D-Ray (01,02,03,04,05,09,10,11,12,13,14,16,17); Julia Beverly (07,08,15); Malik Abdul (06,18)
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nknown to many, Colby O’Donis is already ten years in the game.
For most, that’s not a big deal. Given the amount of wannabe
rappers in the world trying to break into an already oversaturated
industry, there is no longer such thing as an overnight celebrity.
The grind for most to get to the national stage is at least five years, if you’re
extremely talented, and extremely lucky. What’s unique about Colby’s situation is the fact that the kid is only nineteen.
Don’t go the Soulja Boy route stereotype him because of his age, though. The
boy is a grinder. Colby was homeschooled his whole life, so while getting an
education he was able to indepdently release six albums. At the age of ten
his single “Mouse In The House” was the feature track on the major motion
picture soundtrack Stuart Little. And with more than a few years to hone his
craft, Colby, the singer, songwriter, and musician (something as rare to find in
today’s industry as a wannabe singer/actress/model that hasn’t dated Flavor
Flav) wrote 14 of the 15 tracks off his upcoming album Colby O, including his
hit single “What You Got” and newest release “Don’t Turn Back.”
Three years ago, the baby face phenom was discovered by Mr. Konvict Music
himself, Akon, and has been in the studio and on tour ever since. “I put in my
demo, and it featured both my writing and my production. He heard it, and
from there we really just got together more and more and eventually he just
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told me that he wanted me to be a part of his label. Akon is an amazing guy.
It’s definitely been a plus working with him, and he’s definitely been helping
me with everything’s that’s been going on with my career. He’s like a big
brother.”
With talents including production, playing the guitar and piano, and of course
singing and songwriting, it seems pretty evident that Colby has the depth to
last in the industry for easily another decade. And although he is well versed
in the art form, Colby hopes to one day expand beyond the music scene. Even
though he’s young, he doesn’t seem to be lost in the trappings of the turbulent and ever-changing Hip Hop scene.
“Right now the main focus is definitely the music,” he says firmly. “I just want
to get that locked and then we’ll go from there. Once the music takes off I’m
definitely going the entrepreneur route. I absolutely love the business, so I’m
definitely going to be getting into other things.”
And with a big brother like Akon, it shouldn’t be too hard to find something
more to get into.

Mz Jae

A

rizona. What’s the first thing to come to mind when you hear
the name? Heat. Hot, dry, brutal heat 24/7/365. It should be
no surprise then that one of Arizona’s fastest rising stars is a
manifestation of what the state represents, right down to his
name: Burnz.
The son of a military mother, Arizona is the final destination for Burnz
after a life of moving from state to state, although he doesn’t see being
in Arizona as opposed to one of the Hip Hop meccas such as Cali, NY, or
ATL a burden to his career.
“Real recognize real. It doesn’t matter if you’re from North Dakota;
people are going to respect you based on how you represent yourself. If you present yourself as a clown you’re going to be taken
as a clown. If you represent yourself as a business man, that’s
what you’re going to be taken as. It’s the same thing everybody’s
going through, all over the world. It doesn’t matter where you’re
from, it’s how you gettin’ it.”
However, the Hip Hop scene is not as deeply rooted in
Arizona’s culture as in other states in the west. Despite that
major obstacle, the culture is fast evolving. “The Hip Hop
scene is just now really catching on. But it’s new and fresh.
We have backpack rappers here, skateboard rappers, gangsta rappers, and conscious rappers. Arizona is one of the
fastest-growing states in the country right now. It’s really
a melting pot of a bunch of cultures. The scene is new, but
it’s good.”
And the industry is slowing catching on to that fact too.
With independent labels such as G-Unit, Black WallStreet,
and Disturbing The Peace turning their ear towards the
state, many rappers like Burnz are stepping their game,
and their grind, up.

Patien
Waitintgly

“I don’t watch TV. I get up in the morning, watch a little
bit of the news and hit the streets. I don’t have time to
waste. Arizona, at least Phoenix, is a pretty poor state. The
jobs here are pretty much just labor and construction. Most of
the people I know make $8 an hour. You can’t live on that, so
you can’t waste time either.”
Burnz definitely practices what he preaches, having released his
debut Album Who Is This Guy? and a variety of mixtapes including
Burning Season with Cali’s own, DJ Strong, Burnz is already working on
his second album and the re-up Burning Season 2, and is in the lab with
artists such as Crooked I and 40 Glocc, adding even more heavy weight to
his even heavier persona.
And while Arizona will always be home for Burnz, he’s not content with being a
locally, or even nationally known superstar. “I’m not just focused on the states
and being popular out here. I want Europe, I want Asia. I will be international.”
Some can’t stand the heat, but like the phoenix rising from the ashes, it’s the heat
that fuels Burnz. He’s preparing for a global takeover, and if you can’t stand the
heat, get out of Burnz’ way.

Mz Jae
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here is another side to Hip Hop. It’s
not always about the calling of the streets
or the life of crime. But in almost every case, Hip Hop is
always about the struggle. Quite simply, it’s a story of doing what
you gotta do til you make it: If you don’t grind you don’t shine, if you don’t
put in time, you’ll never see a dime.
During a time when most everything heard on the radio, and seen in music
videos, has something to do with money, cash, cars, clothes, and hoes,
backed by a heavy-hitting booty shaking beat, One Block Radius is a breath
of fresh air. Think Pharcyde meets Steve Winwood meets Sublime meets Outkast meets Hall and Oates meets A Tribe Called Quest. It’s a welcome reprieve
from all things commercial and mundane.
California alternative Hip Hop trio One Block Radius got their start and eclectic
sound in 2004. “Me and MDA were in a group before, but it kinda fizzled out, so
we decided to do our own thing,” says Marty James, the group’s producer and
singer. “But we needed a emcee, so we brought in Z-Man who I had had been
hearin’ about. That’s how we formed One Block Radius.”
In 2005 the trifecta independently released Long Story Short, which led to
tours with Pharcyde, De La Soul, Hieroglyphics, KRS-One and other underground Hip Hop legends across the west coast, with scattered appearances in
the east, and in New Orleans. On top of being an underground hit, Long Story
Short also made its mark on another industry, with songs from the release
20 // OZONE WEST

making their way to various movie soundtracks.
In 2006 group member Marty James lent his vocal talent to The
Federation’s hit “Stunna Glasses at Night.” That one appearance led to
work with Rick Rock, E-40, Lil Jon, Baby Bash, and DJ Felli Fell, just to name
a few. But the trio still lacked the one thing every artist needs: a hit record.
That changed in 2008, when “You Got Me” smashed across the airwaves from
their home state of Cali all the way to the East coast. That led to a deal with
Mercury/Island Def Jam and a Sept. 2nd release date for their second album.
True to the sound that brought them together, “You Got Me” brings a fresh
new vibe.
“I honestly think that people are tired of hearing the same shit every day on
the radio. People are ready to listen to a more humble sound. The good thing
about Hip Hop is that despite the commercialism, it’s a genre that allows true
artists to rise to the top. We’re trying to bring a little bit of grit and heart to
music. We want to usher in a new, rougher sound, a more hungry and humble
sound. That’s something that’s been lacking.”
If their upcoming release is anything like their smash single, One Block
Radius could usher in start of a new era in Hip Hop. At least until the next
dance craze comes along.

Mz Jae

(above L-R): Memphitz on the set of Lil Wayne & T-Pain’s video shoot for “Get Money” in Los Angeles, CA; DJ Cassidy & Jermaine Dupri @ Jermaine Dupri’s TAG BET Awards party in Hollywood, CA; Rick Ross @ 107.1 in Denver, CO (Photos: Julia Beverly)

01 // Shawty Lo @ 106 KMEL (San Francisco, CA) 02 // DJ Backside @ Club Mighty (San Francisco, CA) 03 // Willie of Day 26 @ Fiddler’s Green (Denver, CO) 04 // Young Doe @ Fiddler’s
Green (Denver, CO) 05 // Sean Kingston @ HP Pavillion for 94.9’s Wild Jam 08 (San Jose, CA) 06 // Mistah FAB @ Washington Park (Alameda, CA) 07 // Krondon @ Grand Ball Room (San
Francisco, CA) 08 // J Diggs @ The Crest Theater for Mac Dre Day (Fresno, CA) 09 // Krizz Kalico @ Grand Ball Room (San Francisco, CA) 10 // The Dragons @ The Dragon Studio (San
Leandro, CA) 11 // Rick Ross & Sam Sneak @ 107.1 (Denver, CO) 12 // DJ Devro @ Street Symphony Studios (Fremont, CA) 13 // 2 Pistols @ Fiddler’s Green (Denver, CO) 14 // David
Banner & DJ KTone @ Fiddler’s Green (Denver, CO) 15 // Haji Springer & Turtle @ The Dragon Studio (San Leandro, CA) 16 // Krondon of Strong Arm Steady @ Club Mighty (San Francisco, CA) 17 // Hawkman @ Fiddler’s Green (Denver, CO) 18 // Krush @ the Roosevelt for BET Awards afterparty (Los Angeles, CA) 19 // DJ KTone @ Fiddler’s Green (Denver, CO) 20 //
Flo Rida & Ray J @ Fiddler’s Green (Denver, CO) 21 // The Dragons @ Street Symphony Studios (Fremont, CA) 22 // DJ KTone & Young Doe @ Palladium (Denver, CO) 23 // J Nash & sons
@ Washington Park (Alameda, CA) 24 // DJ Franzen & DJ Rick Lee @ Hot 97.5 KVEG (Las Vegas, NV) 25 // DJ Impereal @ Street Symphony Studios (Fremont, CA) 26 // Mistah FAB, Cam,
& his little brother @ Street Symphony Studios (Fremont, CA) 27 // G Stack @ The Dragon Studio (San Leandro, CA) 28 // Glasses Malone with his article @ Street Symphony Studios
(Fremont, CA) 29 // Flo Rida @ Fiddler’s Green (Denver, CO) 30 // B-Luv @ The Crest Theater for Mac Dre Day (Fresno, CA) 31 // Boss Hog @ The Crest Theater for Mac Dre Day (Fresno,
CA) 32 // Bavgate (Oakland, CA) 33 // Sam Sneak reading OZONE @ 107.1 (Denver, CO) 34 // Playaz Circle @ Jermaine Dupri’s TAG BET Awards party (Hollywood, CA) 35 // Mitchy Slick
of Strong Arm Steady @ Record House Studio (Fremont, CA)
Photo Credits: D-Ray (01,02,05,06,07,08,09,10,12,15,16,18,21,23,24,25,26,27,28,30,31,32,35); DJ KTone (22); Julia Beverly (11,33,34); Mz Jae (03,04,13,14,17,19,20,29)
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hen I was in high school, I used to
drink Old English 800 malt liquor,
smoke weed and make homemade
tapes to sell on the streets in East Oakland.
The weed and beer were so much a part of the
experience, it felt like I couldn’t record unless I
was high.
Several years ago I realized that whenever I got
high before my live performances, I would forget
some of my lyrics & end up not doing the best
show I could do. I stopped smoking and drinking
before shows but I never stopped getting high
when I was recording in the studio. Hip Hop has
always been connected to smoking weed and
drinking liquor. Just go to a rap show or a rapper’s studio session and you’ll smell the blunts.
Before he went to prison, every time I saw Pimp
C, we would start smoking weed and talking shit.
I had that same relationship with several rappers.
No matter how close we were or how often we
saw each other, we would instantly burn one. I
knew Pimp was on parole when he came home
and he wasn’t gonna be smoking weed. When we
hung out I admired how focused he was, since he
didn’t drink or smoke anymore. He was spittin’
real game and still having fun rapping without
drugs.
You’d be surprised if you really knew which
rappers get high off more than just weed. You’d
also be surprised if you knew which rappers don’t
smoke, drink or fuck with pills and powders. I
promise you, it ain’t what you think. I could never
talk down on a weed smoker cause I’ve been
quitting, smoking, quitting and smoking again for
the last 6 months!
Hit me up on my crackberry at ShortStories@
ozonemag.com
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“I KNEW PIMP WAS ON PAROLE WHEN HE
CAME HOME AND HE WASN’T GONNA BE
SMOKING WEED. WHEN WE HUNG OUT I
ADMIRED HOW FOCUSED HE WAS.”
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az Dillinger is no stranger to the game. He knows the notoriety
of being associated with one of the most notorious and feared
labels to ever come into the rap game, Death Row Records, and
now knows the lucrative rewards of being a major independent artist. With
over 30 releases to his name and almost twenty years in the game, Daz still
shows no signs of slowing, even though the rap game is nothing like it used
to be when he was introduced to it.
This year will see the release of his solo project Only on the Left Side, and
the inevitable long-awaited return of The Dogg Pound.
This industry isn’t for the faint of heart. The trials and tribulations it puts
artists through can often outweigh the rewards. The ones that survive are
the ones willing to adapt to and capitalize from an ever-changing and more
technologically advanced industry.
Daz has been through it all, seen it all, and continues to keep pushing forward. Now with his hands in everything from music to movies to clothes, the
West, and the rest, belong to Daz.
Let’s start by talking about your new album, Only on the Left Side. Who’s on
it, and how long have you been working on it?
I’ve been working on it for about a year. We got Swizz Beatz on there,
Krayzie Bone, Keak Da Sneak, Snoop, Obie Trice, everybody’s on this one.
You’re touring right now?
Yea, I’m on the Snoop tour with Kurupt. The whole crew is here. It’s four
months long. We just left Canada; we’re going to Poland, Austria, everywhere. It’s just a lot of fun.
Obviously you and Kurupt had a falling out at one point. How would you
compare your relationship now to the way it used to be?
Our relationship is stronger than ever. We know what we’ve gotta do now
as far as getting everyone taken care of, and everyone’s part. We’re doing a
movie together, another album. It’s going to be that LB shit, that’s gangsta
shit, you know?
Are you working on anything else while you’re on tour?
I’m working on movies. I got one I’m working on called Uncle June Bug’s
Crib, and I have one based out of Atlanta called Make It Rain, featuring
Alfamega, Big Kuntry, Kandi from Xscape, and [the comedian] Shawty. They’ll
both be out this summer.
How did you make the transition from music to movies?
There’s politics in movies too, so I just decided to shoot my own movie and
put myself in films. Everybody does it for the love. They do it for the hood,
and they’re down with Daz. It puts a lot of people on the independent game.
I was talking with Obie Trice, and he’s independent now, putting his own
records out now. I just teach people what I know. I can sell records in twenty
different countries right now and get all the residuals from those sales.

Since we’re speaking on it, what other business ventures are you working
on?
We’re working on T-shirts right now, Dogg Pound T-Shirts, you can get em
online and I’m going to open my own store. The t-shirts first, then get you
the jeans and the shoes. That’s what everybody else started with, right?
You’ve always been really vocal about your gang affiliation. Business-wise
do you think that has ever hindered you?
No, because it’s [about] how you approach people. People are aware of my
past and what I’ve done, you know what I mean? I’m a grown man now, and
it’s about business, so people respect that. I don’t really have to flip the Crip
hand or do all that, because when it comes down to it, you already know
what it is.
You were working with JD for a while, correct?
Yea, I was. I’m off So So Def [now]. I had to get back on my independent
hustle because he really wasn’t letting me do all that.
You’re all over the place, and you do a lot outside of the West Coast. Why is
that?
You gotta keep it moving. As far as being an independent artist, you gotta
go out there and find the work. It’s street work. It’s a real hustle, so you
gotta go it, you gotta negotiate, and you gotta go everywhere.
How would you compare being a major artist on Death Row Records in its
glory days of the early 90s, to being an independent artist now?
Being independent you can press up all your CDs on your own and take your
destiny in your own hands. When you establish a company as an independent artist, we run the company and we see the profit, you know what I’m
saying? I can take $7500, press up 10,000 records and make $100,000. It’s
hard to do it like that now because there’s a lot of downloading, so you hit
up iTunes and get digital distribution, you control getting your music out
and let the people know you put it out, you know what I mean?
You’re eating now, and you’ve been eating for a long time, so what is it that
is still keeping you motivated to do music?
It’s the love and the money. For the love of money. You know, it’s still a
business. Everybody in the food chain wants to eat. The big companies want
to eat, they want people to pay for promotion, for everything.
Is there anything else you want to add?
Look out for the Kurupt album coming out and I want everybody to be on
the look out for that Make It Rain movie. It’s a real big underground movie
based in the Atlanta strip clubs. Shout out to all the strippers out there in
Atlanta. We’re working on part two right now. The trailer is on YouTube, so
go check that out. I really just want to keep everybody on their independent
grind. //

Mz Jae
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We jet set. We’re in Atlanta every other month. I own a condo out there so we
always hit the clubs. We put out a CD about four years ago in Atlanta called
The Usual Suspects,, and we were on the cover of OZONE back then. That
cover of OZONE and that CD went a long way. We can go to the Bay Area, L.A.,
Florida, or Atlanta and people recognize us. That’s why I’m always outta town,
so people can get familiar with my face like that.
What are some misconceptions that people in the lower 48 states have about
Alaska?
They don’t think there’s anything going on out here. Man, they’re dead wrong.
This is a money state. There’s fifteen-year-olds driving around out here like
they do in Florida, and we’ve got people who are 25 rolling around like they
do in L.A. People don’t think there’s nothing up here but it’s not like that.
People running from the law come here as a last resort. We’ve got just as
many black people as Puerto Ricans up here. I mean, we’ve got a few more
white boys, but we got a bad gang war going on up here. Every other day the
gang task force is running up in someone’s house and busting up our little
hoods. They be getting like fifteen lil dudes at once and giving ‘em time, real
time. Like I said, fugitives are always on the run up here, so our Fed scene
and Gang Task Force ain’t no joke. It ain’t just snow up here. It’s not just your
average normal state up here. And as far as the music is concerned, there’s
more exposure up here now. The radio is playing us cause the talent is growing and exposure to the rest of the states is growing. So we can get radio
play now, we can get in OZONE, and that’s one of the biggest things you can
achieve right there.

W

hat’s the first thing that comes to mind when you think of Alaska?
Eskimos? Cold? Snow? Whatever it is, Hip Hop is probably the last thing
on anyone’s mind when, and if, they think about the state of Alaska.
But with the recent explosion of Hip Hop culture throughout the world it
shouldn’t be a shock that the world’s most popular genre of music has made
a mark on our most Northern state.
BayDilla of BD Productions reps all day everyday for Alaska, and is doing
more than his part in putting the state on the map. But pussy, polar bears,
and Hip Hop aren’t the only things in Alaska. Another staple of Hip Hop culture, The Feds, also have a profound effect on the forgotten state as well.
BayDilla has lost friends, family, and Alaskan Hip Hop pioneers behind the
bars of federal penitentiaries. But if the Feds are taking pictures of Baydilla,
the only thing they’ll see is a rapper on the verge of a breakthrough.
So, first things first, you’re in Alaska. Were you born and raised in Alaska, or
how did you even end up out there?
Yep, Anchorage, Alaska. I was born in Rochester, NY but we moved up here
when I was in like first grade. I never wanted to go back to New York; it’s a
whole different lifestyle out here.
What is the Hip Hop scene like out there?
It’s growing rapidly. Our biggest rapper out here was Joker the Bailbondsman, but he got caught up on a Fed case. He and I opened our studio up
together back in 98-99. We were all working at the same pace on this music
shit, and then my brother got locked up. He went down to Atlanta to pursue
the music shit, but he got caught up on some bullshit and we had to come
back up here. At that time, we had Joker, a couple of obsolete people and a
few of my dudes. At first there weren’t that many people [into Hip Hop] up
here but then it started opening up.
How often do major acts come up there?
I’m the main promoter out here too, so I’m always bringing people through.
In the past year I’ve brought E-40, Young Buck, Too $hort, Mistah FAB, Keak
da Sneak, Musiq Soulchild, Charlie Murphy, Mike Epss, K-Ci & Jo-Jo, and a few
others. To bring someone out here they’ve gotta have a number one hit on the
radio or no one will pay to see them.
What’s the reaction when you book an artist to come to Alaska?
They say things like, “Damn, Alaska? They got black people in Alaska?” That’s
what everybody says. And then 90% of ‘em say, “Hell yeah, I’ve always
wanted to come to Alaska!” I mean, if they say something real ignorant, like
asking if we sleep in igloos, then I say, “Yeah, and we either got pussy or
polar bears. Which would you prefer?”
How do you get your music and sound heard outside of Alaska?
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How connected is Alaska to everything that’s going on in Hip Hop?
Man, we are Alaska. So we ain’t got no choice but to get up outta here and go
see what’s going on in the rest of the world. The only thing we’re missing is
a direct connection to the rest of the states. Everybody up here is rocking the
same clothes and wearing the same jewelry. We’re driving the same cars with
24”s and 26”s. We’re rapping bout the same shit you are. The only difference
is that we’re in Alaska. A lot of people discredit it because they don’t know it’s
like that up here, but it is.
How would you describe Alaska’s sound?
We call our sound up here the Up North D Boy Sound because we got our own
sound. We don’t sound like nobody. We have people up here who try to sound
like they from somewhere else. We have people who really, really, really try
to sound like people from the West coast, or from the South, or from New
York. Those are the people that aren’t respected here. Yeah, you may have
been there, or lived there for a lil while, but you’re in Alaska now, so why
are you still trying to hold onto that? So that’s how it is. We’ve got our own
unique sound up here. When people know you’re reppin’ for Alaska you get all
the love, from the radio station, to the whites, the blacks, everybody. But if
you’re in Alaska making music for an outside state, you will get no love here.
Period. Everybody up here pretty much got there own little sound. We aren’t
influenced heavily by any outside artists or regions or movements. Joker was
the first one getting it out here, and he’s impacted everybody. When UnCut
was around you would see his videos there, so he’s really the only artist that
influences Alaska.
Politically and socially, how welcome is Hip Hop’s influence in Alaska?
Oh, it’s welcome. It’s finally starting to be accepted on a larger scale. The
radio stations and business owners have pretty much come to the realization
that its not going anywhere so in turn they’re actually embracing it. Any business owner who’s making money out here has a local rapper or R&B singer on
their MySpace page or their website just repping for Alaska.
What else are you working on?
We’ve got a new group coming out The UNDB’s (Up North D Boys) and I’ve also
got my album coming out soon. I got some major features on there like Bun
B, Hell Rell, Killer Mike, Sean Paul of the YoungBloodz, and Young Buck. Like
I said, we get out there. I’m also shooting a video next month. The beat for
the song that I’m filming the video for was produced by Sean Paul’s producer,
and the buzz on it is huge around town. We’re getting our grind on slowly but
surely so we can get ourselves out there and known to the world. We’ve got
talent out here, it’s just a little harder for the simple fact that we in Alaska.
We’re definitely doing it out here but it’s just a little awkward, because instead
of trying to break out, we’re trying to break in. Alaska’s just like any other
state but we’re 3000 miles away. The only thing we’re lacking is an outlet. A
lot of people don’t travel like I do and don’t know how to get exposure. In
turn, that exposes outsiders to what it’s really like out here. We let ‘em know
that it does go down like that out here. We’re doing it just like everybody else
is doing it. All around the world, same song. //
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demolition men
It’s tough to catch up with the Demolition Men right now, because they’ve
been busy wrapping up their 65th project: Play Time Is Over, with Mistah FAB,
to rep the Bay at the OZONE Awards in Houston this year. The two of them
grew up far apart, but you’d never guess it. DJ Impereal is originally from
New York and DJ Devro is from Oxnard, CA. Whether it’s a mixtape or a DVD,
everything they do together just fits with both East Coast and West Coast influences. They only do shit with the best. They will find you if you get hot and
have a buzz. You can’t pay them to do a mixtape; that’s why the Demolition
Men brand is so sought after.
What’s your most memorable moment as a DJ?
DJ Devro: My most memorable moment [as a DJ] was with The Jacka, PK, and
Black. It was like 3 years ago when we first met [The Jacka]. At that time we
were recording from our house, and the booth was a small ass closet. Jacka
and PK wanted to record and they came in with this big Nigerian dude, who
was at least like 6’5”, in our closet. We started recording and I didn’t hear any
thing for a while. As the beat was playing, every once in a while he would
throw in a word. He would throw in a rap here and there. So I stopped the
music. “And I’m like, ‘What’s up, man?,” He was like, “No no no, just play it.”
Then he would do that and keep going. Every now and then a word here and
there. So, I finally realized what he was doing.
DJ Impereal: The nigga did his ad libs first. Then he did his middles, and the
rest of the song. And when it was done, we were all like DAMN! That shit was
hella tight! We ain’t never seen no shit like this before. NEVER. He did all
three of his songs like that real fast, boom, boom, and boom. And he was
done. That shit was pure perfection. That was our first time meeting and
working with Pretty Black!
What’s new with y’all now?
DJ Devro: We’ve been in the studio a lot lately. We’re starting to move in a
new direction with our mixtapes so we had to step our game up in the studio,
Street Symphony Studios that is. And we still push for artists like The Jacka
and Husalah, The Mob Figaz, Beeda Weeda, J Stalin, Livewire/PTB connection,
Alias John Brown, Dominic Perez and many more. I can’t name them all. There
is a lot of talent out here and it just so happens that we fuck with some of
the dopest ones.
DJ Impereal: We’ve been out here sharpening our blades and digging our
ditches. Five years in the making, and it’s time for a West Coast takeover. If
you’re in, you’re in, and if you ain’t, you’re left for the worms to feed on!
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Demolition Men muthafuckers!
Where do y’all DJ at?
DJ Devro: We’ve been doing a lot of private events lately, mostly corporate
gigs at resorts or convention parties. We were just at the Bacara Resort in
Santa Barbara and the week before that we DJed a “party plane.” Just like the
name, it’s a party on a plane. Some people have too much money. (laughs) It
was crazy; definitely an experience to tell your kids [about]. We’ve also been
DJing shows for The Jacka.
DJ Impereal: Recently we got the chance to go to Amsterdam & Colombia to
DJ. The crowds there really appreciate West Coast talent. It was amazing! We
throw more parties than DJ them because promoters in the Bay Area don’t
care enough for the DJ like other cities do. It works out better for us, because
we call the shots and bring the exclusive parties to the bay. Our last party
was called KUSH. Use your imagination for that one! And let’s not forget the
Victoria’s Secret parties.
What are the new projects you have coming up?
DJ Impereal: We’ve been in the studio with a legendary rapper from San Diego,
Mitchy Slick. It’s a mixtape/album, with all original beats. The Graveyard Shift
starring Shady Nate is another one coming out that’s gonna be big for the
West Coast. The Demolition Men TV DVD should be out by the end of this year,
and it’s hosted by The Jacka of the Mob Figaz. We’ve been working on our new
artist Dominic Perez From Medellin, Colombia. He raps in Spanish and is one
of the coldest Latino rappers out there. Look him up on YouTube. We are also
doing the official Free Husalah mixtape. Free Husalah!
DJ Devro: We just finished a project with Mistah FAB called Play Time Is Over.
It’s definitely historic. It’s an all-exclusive mixtape of FAB at his best. Pick up a
copy or download it. I guarantee it’s better than most rapper’s albums. Nothing But Slap Vol 6 with The Jacka and Talk Shit Swallow Spit with Beeda Weeda
are in stores and online. Then we’ve got Nuthin’ But Slap Vol. 7 with J Stalin and
hella Bay Area exclusives, and One West with Glasses Malone, showcasing rappers from San Diego to Seattle. We’re really on our West Coast grind right now! //
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Daz DilLinger/Only On The Left Side
D.P.G. Recordz/Fontana Distribution
This album is exactly what you’d expect from Daz Dillinger: West
Coast gangsta rap shit. There is some heavy production on this
one, but the content is somewhat repetitive and leaves a little to
be desired. The album gets better towards the end. “My Summer
Vacation” and “Meal Ticket” featuring Krayzie Bone are both
bangers. Only On The Left Side is a solid album and a good comeback effort. — Mz Jae
DJ Felli Fel, DJ Skee & Nipsey Hussle
Bullets Ain’t Got No Name Vol. 1
Plain and Simple: Bullets Ain’t Got No Name Vol 1. doesn’t disappoint. Nipsey links up with DJ Felli Fell and DJ Skee and gathers
an eclectic and somewhat unexpected cast to showcase his lyrical
talent. The beats aren’t what you would typically expect from
an up-and-coming West Coast “gangsta” rapper, but in this case
that’s a good thing. Nipsey makes no apologies for who he is or
where he’s from, but delivers the message in a way mainstream
America can understand. Tracks like “Ridin’ Slow” featuring Question, Sean Kingston, and Bun B, and “Paid My Dues” featuring
Kokane are radio and video ready. Overall, the mixtape has an
artistic edge that has been missing in the game. Nipsey’s got it.
Period. — Mz Jae
Murs
Having dwelled in the underground for years and creating some
of the best conceptual CDs in music today, Murs just might have
saved some of his best work for his major label debut Murs For
President. Balanced by production ranging from uptempo (“Lookin
Fly”) to groovy (“Time Is Now” featuring Snoop Dogg and Latoya
Williams) Murs provides a complete L.A. Hip Hop experience sans
flags. On the highlight of the album “Science,” Murs opts to educate the youth and dumb rappers rather than simply lambast them
when he breaks down the black experience from Ricky Ross selling
dope to Kool Herc throwing block parties. Known to put his emotions out in the open, Murs sinks a little too deep into “I’m sorry,
girl” mode towards the end of the album but the fact that he’s not
afraid to do so is commendable. — Maurice G. Garland

DJ Drama & Snoop Dogg/The City Is In Good Hands
Back in 2003 Snoop Dogg challenged his West Coast peers to
take advantage of the then-burgeoning mixtape game and
backed it up with his Welcome 2 Da Chuuch series. Five years
later Snoop returns to the scene with DJ Drama to put out
The City Is In Good Hands, a collection of songs resembling a
shelved album. Depending on your mood that can be a good or
bad thing. When he hooks up with the DPG on “ATL Theme” to
revisit the Isaac Hayes sample they used for “Santa Clause Goes
Straight to the Ghetto,” Snoop almost sounds too cool for his
own good but he sounds motivated again on “If There’s A Cure.”
While Snoop and most of the appearances from his compadres
don’t leave a lot of memorable moments, the production on
songs like the lusty “Love It When” featuring Western Union remind you of why as raw as it may be, Snoop’s Doggystyle brand
of music will always be a guilty pleasure. — Maurice G. Garland
Julox & Shoota/Dirty Ridin’/Ugly Azz Entertainment
Julox returns to the scene, only this time with an apprentice in
tow. Dirty Ridin’ is the first release together for veteran Julox
and rookie Shoota. On standout tracks like “Delayed Scorpion
Attack” and “Charles Barkley Jr.,” Julox offers hood and street
credibility while Shoota offers mainstream marketability. The
album is not watered down by collabos, although P Folks
and Spade do deliver on “One Eighty Seven” and “Dirty Ridin”
respectively. Delivery and production on a few tracks is not as
strong as it should be, but overall this is another great to add
to Julox’s catalog, and a solid debut for Shoota. — Mz Jae
Spider Loc/ Da 1 U Love 2 Hate
Indastreets /Affiliated
Spider Loc has become somewhat of a forgotten member of
G-Unit, but on Da 1 U Love 2 Hate, he continues to drop quality
music while waiting for his G-Unit LP. “Ima Crip,” “Celebrity,”
“Major,” and many more songs make this album one worth
some burn. While some of the production comes off lukewarm
and some of the guest rappers could have been left off, Loc’s
rhymes single-handedly make up for those flaws. — Randy
Roper
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